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Abstract. The main problem in this study aims to describe the implementation of character education through learning Pancasila and Citizenship Education at Sungguminasa State Junior High School 1, Gowa Regency. This type of research is a qualitative descriptive study. The data collection techniques used were interviews, observation, and documentation. Data analysis techniques using data reduction steps, data presentation, and drawing conclusions. The results showed that the implementation of character education through learning Pancasila and Citizenship Education in the learning process of Pancasila and Citizenship Education in class VIII.B of the State Junior High School 1 Sungguminasa, Gowa Regency has been implemented by teachers through planning. In learning planning, there is a character value contained in self-development activities including routine, spontaneous and exemplary activities, while learning activities in the Learning Implementation Plan are in Core competencies and Basic Competencies (KD). There are several supporting factors experienced by teachers in learning Pancasila and Citizenship Education, namely, students create comfortable and conducive classes, teachers provide motivation and understanding of the importance of character values, provide role models, advice, rewards and punishments, and teachers create interesting learning and fun through the learning methods Student Active Learning and Collaborative Learning, while the inhibiting factors experienced by teachers in learning Pancasila and Citizenship Education, namely, Not conducive to learning Pancasila and Citizenship Education with student rest periods that make learning Pancasila and Citizenship education hampered and student learning enthusiasm decreases, . and the inadequacy of printed books for students which triggers a lack of interest in reading in students is due to the lack of printed books and this also has an impact on students when they test.
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INTRODUCTION

Indonesia is currently experiencing a multidimensional crisis. The practice of KKN, murder, violence, rape, drug abuse, robbery, and plagiarism often occurs in Indonesia, both within the community and among state officials. This is due to a decline in the morale of the Indonesian people. The moral decline faced by the Indonesian nation is the main factor inhibiting the progress of the State. Overcoming the moral decline of the Indonesian nation is the obligation of all Indonesian citizens.

Recently, the term character education has emerged. Character education gets a lot of attention from the people of Indonesia. This is because people feel social inequality from the results of education. This imbalance can be seen from the behavior of formal education graduates at this time, for example, such as corruption, free sex, drugs, and brawls between students. One of the current problems is the low quality of education. This has an effect on student development. This phenomenon is caused by a lack of strong character education in students. Character education is a tool that plays an important role in creating quality and potential human beings. Therefore, it is necessary to have character education from the beginning, namely since childhood.

Article 1 of the 2003 National Education System Law states that among the goals of national education is to develop the potential of students to have intelligence, personality and noble character. Whereas in article 3 of the National Education System Law, it is stated that "National education has the function of developing and shaping the character and civilization of a nation with dignity in educating the nation's life, aiming to develop the potential of students to become human beings who believe and fear one God, noble, healthy, knowledgeable, competent, creative, independent and become citizens of a democratic and responsible system. The aim of national education is a formulation of human quality that must be developed by each educational unit. Therefore, the formulation of the goals of national education becomes the basis for the development of education and national character.

According to John Dewey in Masnur Muslish, education is a process of building fundamental skills intellectually and emotionally towards nature and fellow humans. The purpose of education in this case is that the younger generation as the successor to the older generation can live, understand, practice these values and norms by inheriting all experiences of knowledge, abilities and skills that underlie the values and norms of life and life.

According to Ilahi, evidence of the failure of character education that can be seen in plain sight is the increasing number of brawls between students and between students. Like some big cities, student brawls have
become a tradition and form a fixed pattern so that between them form sworn enemies. Brawls are also often carried out by students as is done by certain groups of university students in Makassar and in other areas. In the implementation of character education in Indonesia, the phenomenon of brawl between students and students is getting out of control, even spreading to various sides of life so that this situation creates unrest for public order and security at large.

Pancasila and citizenship education is basically one of the suggestions for shaping student academic behavior in learning. Pancasila and Citizenship Education has a close relationship in shaping behavior in everyday life in learning Pancasila and Citizenship Education. Students learn the application of the attitude of being good citizens. Therefore, the Pancasila and citizenship education process is manifested in the 2013 curriculum and learning at all paths and levels of national education, Pancasila and Citizenship Education should be designed, developed, implemented, and evaluated in the context of embodying the goals of national education.

As happened at the Junior High School, 2 students who were arrested by the police in 2018, were involved in a brawl between schools, two students of the State Junior High School 1 Sungguminasa were secured by police personnel, they were chasing each other and throwing stones at each other, causing traffic jams (tribuntimur. com).

He admitted, the issue of character or morals was not completely ignored by educational institutions. However, the facts surrounding the deterioration of character around us show that there is a failure in our educational institutions in terms of cultivating Indonesian people with noble character or morals. This is because what is taught in schools about religious knowledge and moral education has not succeeded in shaping human character. Yet if we look at the content of religious and moral lessons, everything is good, and we can even understand and memorize what it means. For this reason, the conditions and facts of character and moral decline that occur emphasize that teachers who teach any eyes must pay attention and emphasize the importance of character education in students.

After knowing how important character education is, what needs to be done is how we implement it in learning. Often when talking about character education, the first subjects that come to our minds are religious education and civic education. It is not wrong if we think like that, considering that in these subjects there is a lot of material that teaches behavior and attitudes. However, subjects that contain a lot of material on character education will also not function optimally in instilling character values if the
education system or the process of planting also does not take place in the right ways.

**RESEARCH METHODS**

The type of research used in this research is descriptive research with a qualitative research method approach that produces descriptive data in the form of written or spoken words from people and observed behavior. Qualitative research method is a research method based on the philosophy of postpositivism used for research on natural object conditions, the researcher is the key instrument, data analysis is inductive/qualitative and the results of qualitative research emphasize the meaning rather than generalization.

The location that the research uses with regard to the title of this research is the implementation of character education through learning Pancasila and Citizenship Education at Sungguminasa State Junior High School 1, Gowa Regency, namely Sungguminasa State Junior High School 1, Gowa Regency, located in Somba Opu District, Gowa Regency. Meanwhile, the time of research on the implementation of character education was carried out on 19 August 2019 - 17 September 2019. The data sources in this study were primary and secondary data sources.

The object of research is the implementation of character education through the subjects of Pancasila and Citizenship Education. The subjects in this study were teachers of Pancasila and Citizenship Education at Sungguminasa 1 State Junior High School, Gowa Regency. There is one Pancasila and Citizenship Education teacher at Sungguminasa State Junior High School 1, Gowa Regency who teaches class VIII.B. Qualitative research suggests that the data collection techniques used for qualitative research can be done by means of interviews, observation and documentation.

**DISCUSSION**

Implementation of Character Education through Learning Pancasila and Citizenship Education in Sungguminasa 1 State Junior High School, Gowa Regency.

School is a very strategic place for character building because most children, from all walks of life, are educated in school. In addition, children / students spend most of their active time in the school environment, so what they get at school will greatly affect their character building.

This is in accordance with the theory put forward by Daniel Goleman in Megawangi (2004: 77) that many parents fail to educate their children, children’s social emotional maturity can be corrected by providing character education training to children at school, especially from an early age.

This is reinforced by the function of national education as stated in Article 3 of the National Education System Law, that
education is based on human beings who believe and fear God, have noble character.

From the description above, the researchers conclude that character education functions to develop and shape a dignified character and civilization of the nation in order to educate the nation's life, aims to develop the potential of students to become human beings who believe and fear God Almighty, have noble character, are healthy, knowledgeable, competent, creative, independent, and become democratic and responsible citizens.

The results of the research obtained through the analysis of observations, interviews, and documentation show that Pancasila and Citizenship Education teachers have implemented character education in the learning process of Pancasila and Citizenship Education in class VIII.B Sungguminasa State Junior High School 1, Gowa Regency through self-development activities including routine activities, spontaneous, exemplary and learning activities through planning and the learning process. At the planning stage of the implementation of character education in learning through the Learning Implementation Plan. The Learning Implementation Plan analyzed was as much as one 2013 Curriculum Learning Implementation Plan, in which the Learning Implementation Plan contained several character values in the Core competencies.

The values listed in the core competencies in the teacher's lesson plan are religious, honesty, caring, discipline, responsibility, critical, polite, curiosity, independent, communicative, and confident. Some of these values have been developed by the teacher in their learning according to the results of the analysis of observations and interviews. This is based on the results of the teacher's Learning Implementation Plan documentation in the teacher learning process implementing several character values in Pancasila and Citizenship Education learning, such as implementing polite values through the opening and closing greetings that the teacher always does. Religious values are always implemented through prayer activities before and after learning. Teachers often present students to instill the value of discipline. Cultivating curiosity can be through the perception and use of materials, media, and methods. The teacher said that it always fosters students' curiosity through this.

This is based on the results of observations made on teachers where Pancasila and Citizenship Education learning activities carry out group discussion activities to instill the value of cooperation. Giving individual assignments is also often done by teachers to implement independent values, hard work, and responsibility. The final activity of learning is to conclude the results of the discussion to instill self-confidence. According to the results of the teacher's interview, it shows that the teacher's way of inviting students to dare to express opinions is
by motivating students to believe that what is on their minds must be removed to get students used to speaking in front of other students.

According to Mulyasa, (2011) argues that the Characterized Learning Implementation Plan serves to streamline the learning process and build the character of students according to what is planned. This is in accordance with the opinion of Oemar Hamalik (2002) that teaching materials are an important part of the teaching and learning process related to the achievement of learning objectives, and determining teaching and learning activities. From the theoretical description, the researcher concludes that the Learning Implementation Plan serves to encourage each teacher to be ready to carry out learning activities, forming the competence and character of students. The character in Sungguminasa State Junior High School 1, Gowa Regency needs to be developed both in self-development and learning activities.

In learning Pancasila and Citizenship Education also uses positive and negative approaches. Positive reinforcement given by Pancasila and Citizenship Education teachers in the form of praise, applause, and encouragement to motivate students. Negative reinforcement has a deterrent effect on students who break the rules, behave and behave without character. When the attitudes and actions of students have no character, the first thing that the Pancasila and Citizenship Education teacher does is to give a warning, then give a warning, and finally give points that are enforced in Sungguminasa 1 State Junior High School, Gowa Regency.

This is in accordance with Sjarkawi's (2008) theory which states that the value planting approach seeks to make students recognize and accept values as their own and to be responsible for the decisions they make through stages, recognize choices, determine their stance to apply values according to self-belief. The methods used in this approach include exemplary. This is in accordance with the opinion of Kohlberg (2004: 28) that a person's moral development also occurs automatically, but requires education and assistance so that this development can be true.

From the description of the opinion above, the researcher concludes that education must be able to develop student intelligence in accordance with the demands of the curriculum and challenges in the current global era, teachers develop student intelligence by using methods of showing or exemplifying both in learning and outside learning this is an effort to mature students. in making decisions.

Supporting in the Development of Character Education through Learning of Holistic-Based Pancasila and Citizenship Education in Sungguminasa 1 State Junior High School, Gowa Regency.

1. The teacher creates a comfortable and conducive classroom so that the development of character education
through Pancasila and Citizenship Education can run well. Pancasila and Citizenship Education Learning is placed at the second hour, based on observations there is one class VIII in which Pancasila and Citizenship Education learning is carried out during the day. Where a comfortable class, good air cycle and good lighting. In addition, the teacher's ability to manage the classroom also has an influence on conducive learning so that students are not noisy and can concentrate on Pancasila and Citizenship Education subjects. According to the opinion of Rianto (2007: 1) that class management is an effort of educators to create and control learning conditions and improve in case of disturbances and deviations, so that the learning process can take place optimally. Organizing the learning environment is basically managing the learning environment, learning activities in managing the learning environment are more concentrated on managing the learning environment in the teacher’s classroom, in arranging the learning environment in the classroom, doing nothing but doing classroom management activities.

2. The teacher provides motivation and understanding of the importance of character values and that the Pancasila and Citizenship Education subjects teach morals and character to equip students to behave and behave in society. According to the theory of Hellriegel and Slocum (1979) that motivation is a force that encourages someone to do something to achieve goals, this power is stimulated by various kinds of needs such as: wants to be fulfilled, behavior, goals, feedback. Based on research conducted by Elly Manizar (2017), it explains the role of teachers as motivators in learning, which is motivation to be very important for teachers to master as motivators in school, because teachers are the closest people and understand the situation of their students. Researchers agree that with the existence of student learning motivation has a driving force arising from the mental strength of students and from the creation of learning conditions in such a way as to achieve learning goals itself.

3. The teacher provides role models, advice, rewards and punishments, and accustoms students to behave and behave with character. By balancing this approach students become more aware of character values, appeal to provide knowledge of character values, then see the attitudes and behavior of the teacher according to words or appeals with their behavior as role models for students, habits and rewards stimulate students to behave and behave in a way character.

4. The teacher creates interesting and fun learning through Student Active Learning
and Collaborative Learning methods. The majority of Pancasila and Citizenship Education Learning is carried out during the day, causing the concentration of students to decrease, so that the Pancasila and Citizenship Education teachers provide humor in the middle of learning that is being given so that students will enjoy learning activities without any pressure. According to the opinion of Indra Djati Sidi (2005), it is emphasized that arranging an attractive classroom learning environment and supporting students in learning is closely related to the physical environment of the class, room arrangement, student management and utilization of learning resources, class displays, and so on. According to Muhammad Saroni (2006), the point is that the physical environment is an environment that provides opportunities for movement and all aspects related to efforts to refresh the mind for students after following a very tedious learning process. The physical environment can function as a source or place for learning that is planned or utilized, which includes the physical environment, including classes that need to be optimized for management so that teaching and learning interactions are more effective and efficient.

Inhibiting Factors in the Development of Character Education through Learning of Holistic-Based Pancasila and Citizenship Education in Sungguminasa 1 State Junior High School, Gowa Regency.

Learning Pancasila and Citizenship Education is carried out at the second hour but is paused because of the student's break time so that the previous learning of Pancasila and Citizenship was not optimal which resulted in a decrease in student enthusiasm for learning and the appearance of drowsiness after resting. Therefore, teachers and staff must reconcile the student learning roster in order to optimize class hours with student breaks. Based on observations in class VIII.B, the printed books that should be the source of student learning are insufficient so that one printed book is divided into two or that it is divided into three because that is one of the triggers of a lack of interest in reading in students due to the lack of printed books and this also has an impact on students when examining. According to Chambliss and Calfee's theory, as quoted by Muslich (2010) that textbooks are a tool for students to understand and learn from the things they read and to understand the world (outside themselves), textbooks have tremendous power against changes in the brain of learners. Textbooks can influence a child's knowledge and certain values. According to the experts above, the writer can conclude that the reference book is mandatory for use in schools which contains learning material in
order to increase the ability to master science which is prepared based on national education standards.

CONCLUSION

Based on the results of research on the Implementation of Character Education through Learning Pancasila and Citizenship Education in Sungguminasa State Junior High School 1, Gowa Regency, the researchers concluded that the learning process of Pancasila and Citizenship Education class VIII.B Sungguminasa State Junior High School 1, Gowa Regency has been implemented by teachers through planning. In learning planning, there is a character value contained in self-development activities including routine, spontaneous and exemplary activities, while learning activities in the Learning Implementation Plan are in Core Competencies and Basic Competencies (KD).

There are several supporting and inhibiting factors in the implementation of character education through learning Pancasila and Citizenship Education at SMP Negeri 1 Sungguminasa for VIII.B students, namely the supporting factors (1) The teacher invites students to create comfortable and conducive classes. (2) The teacher provides motivation and understanding of the importance of character values. (3) Teachers provide role models, advice, rewards and punishments, and accustom students to behave and behave with character. (4) Teachers create interesting and fun learning through Student Active Learning and Collaborative Learning methods. While the inhibiting factor is the non-conducive learning of Pancasila and Citizenship Education with student rest time which makes learning Pancasila and Citizenship hampered and students’ enthusiasm for learning decreases and inadequate printed books for students which triggers a lack of reading interest in students due to the lack of printed books and this also has an impact in students when tests.
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